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Abstract—The advanced development of computing
technology covers various religious texts, such as Quran.
Through computing technology, the Quran is formatted digitally
in the forms of images and texts. The Quranic format in the form
of digital texts, furthermore, is transformed into a Quranic
corpus used widely as the material and object of Quranic studies
in various fields by using the corpus linguistic approach.
Although Quranic corpora are extensively available and widely
used, introduction to corpora and its extensive use need to be
done in Indonesia. This article will descriptively discuss various
Quranic corpus models that can be utilized for the interest of
corpus-based research about the Al-Quran. This study found that
there are several models and formats of monolingual Quranic
corpora that can be processed using certain applications.
However, bilingual or even multilingual content of Quranic
corpora in a parallel corpus format have not found yet
specifically. This study concludes that on one hand the existing
monolingual Quranic corpora have already been adequate to be
applied in the Quranic corpus studies. However, on the other
hand, the absence of parallel Quranic corpus models gives an
opportunity for the research and trials in preparing the corpus so
that it can be applied to develop Quranic corpus studies.
Keywords—corpus-based studies; corpus model; Quranic
corpus; Quran parallel corpus; Quranic studies

I. INTRODUCTION
The development of modern computing technology has a
huge impact on various texts in the form of conversion of text
forms from conventional to digital. Such a change also applies
to religious texts, for example the Quran, Islam’s holy book.
The appearance of new formats of Quran texts from
conventional printed text to digital text serves as the basis for
appearance of various modifications of text forms that are now
more specific, particularly in relation to the purpose of utilizing
the texts for further studies or other purposes.
The digital format of Quran texts is in general divided into
two forms, namely image and text formats. Image format
generally derives from the master design of pre-printed pages
or Quran printed pages. These pages, after that, are scanned
and processed in such a way to be subsequently used as the
materials for producing digital Quran application. Such an
application can be largely found in various internet sources to
be later installed directly onto the compatible smart phone or
on computer. Another quite dynamically growing digital Quran
format is text format. The very flexible process of multi-format
conversion enables the transformation of Quranic digital texts

into various derivative forms for several purposes. One of the
purposes that is now rapidly developing is to build Quranic
corpus. Digital Quranic text corpus is now made with various
modifications and has been widely utilized in the development
of Quranic studies using the multidisciplinary approaches.
The usage of Quranic corpus in numerous multidisciplinary
studies has actually been widespread. The presence of corpus
in the content of research actually creates a trend or new model
of studies, namely corpus-based studies. In Indonesia,
however, the sub-discipline of corpus linguistics is still a new
phenomenon that is not yet widely known, and so are corpusbased studies. This means that attention and interest in the
development of digital data, including digital Quranic data, still
need to be developed and strengthened, especially in digital
Quranic corpora studies. The usage of digital Quranic corpus,
however, is not limited only to those who study Islam or the
Quran. As a language text, the Quran can also be studied from
the perspectives of linguistics, literature and translation. This
means that the studies in those fields can be developed in the
scope of corpus. This kind of research has been lately
supported with various corpus-processing applications
providing a number of corpus processing facilities that
facilitate searches, tracking up to analysis of certain parts or the
entire data in a corpus. Various Quranic corpora actually turn
out to be very interesting to be studied and developed.
If a researcher is smart enough in observing, studying and
using an Arabic corpus, they would surely realize that there are
challenges and also opportunities in the development of
existing corpus models. Therefore, it is significant to encourage
Quran researchers to study existing Quranic corpus models that
will, afterwards, trigger new ideas to make various Quranic
corpus improvements. The development of corpus model will
depend on to what extent Quran researchers are able to
evaluate existing models and whether there are definite needs
of Quran research in Indonesia. Nevertheless, the Quran corpus
models development will require collaborations with the
information technology and computing. This becomes
challenge and opportunity for the development of
multidisciplinary fields of studies in Indonesia.
This study refers to several literatures on corpora and their
utilization for research and several Quranic corpora as the
model used as object of the data in Quranic corpus studies.
In the bilingual contexts of English and Arabic, ideas about
parallel corpus have been discussed by Al-Ajmi [1]. Al-Ajmi
maintains the importance of a parallel corpus for two
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languages, English and Arabic, as the foundation for preparing
a modern dictionary and covering the creation of
lexicographical application that needs to be developed in
future. Al-Ajmi proposes that this parallel corpus contains texts
in English as the source text covering various topics, such as
the environment, globalization, psychology, history, politics,
drama, and so forth. Its translated text in Arabic can be
collected from several similar scientific literatures [1]. In line
with the idea, the development of digital Quranic data is
recorded by Sharaf who identified initial preparation of
Quranic digital data model in several websites: tanzil.info,
islamicity.com/QuranSearch/, and a digital Quran translation
model in quod.lib.umich.edu/k/koran [2]. Dukes, furthermore,
elaborated a new source of Quranic Arabic Corpus as the initial
works of annotated Quran model in corpus.quran.com [3]. In
the Middle East, a large Arabic corpus model also includes the
Al-Quran as one of its categories, namely the King Saud
Classical Corpus of Arabic (KSUCCA) [4]. Alrabia (et.al)
subsequently made the corpus as the object of data for an
empirical analysis on modeling of word meaning that describes
distributional semantical model from certain concepts in the
Quran and Classical Arabic in general [5]. An equally
important contribution is also shown by Imad and Abdelhak
who prepared a Quranic corpus model enriched with linguistic
annotation based on the Arabic grammatical theory of AlKhalil. This corpus is dedicated for the development of studies
in the field of Natural Language Processing [6].

corpus found through observation to the website providing the
corpus. The description is continued with projected utilization
of the corpus in the context of Quranic corpus studies.

With regard to the models of Quranic corpus used as
reference in this review, there are three sources that provide
Quranic corpus selected as the representation of similar
models. The first corpus is digital Quranic text corpus without
annotations found in the website tanzil.net. This corpus has two
styles of Arabic orthography, namely the Uthmani orthography
and Imla’i orthography with their respective variants [7]. The
next corpus is annotated Quranic corpus available in the
website sketchengine.co.uk. This corpus has two kinds of
orthography, namely Arabic and Latin. Each has version with
diacritical marks (vowelled) and version without diacritical
marks (unvowelled [8]. The other corpus is the Quranic corpus
available in the website arabicorpus.byu.edu. [9].

 Uthmani script, namely a classic model script, is used as
standard orthography for Al Quran inscriptions since
the era of Caliph Uthman. At present this script is
maintained in the Quranic Mushaf known as the Medina
Mushaf.

II. OBJECTIVES
This study aims to provide an overview of the Al-Quran
corpus model along with corpus processing content and
available features in the accessible applications. After corpus
exploration and its application, it is expected that there will be
findings or opportunities for the development of an existing
corpus model or the preparation of a new model of the AlQuran and its Indonesian translation that can be used in the
development of corpus-based Al-Quran studies in Indonesia
context.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the characteristics of its contents and sources,
there are two types of corpus:
 Pure text data corpus without annotation from a website
without corpus processing application, like in tanzil.net;
it needs a separate application to process the corpus,
such as WordSmith, etc.
 Annotated text data corpus available in the websites
completed with its processing application, for example:
arabiCorpus (arabicorpus.byu.edu), Quran annotated
corpus (sketchengine.eu/quran-annotated-corpus), and
Quranic Arabic Corpus (corpus.quran.com).
The following is the results of observation and analysis of
the corpus models used as samples.
A. Quran Corpus From Tanzil.net [7]
This corpus is included in the first type of corpus based on
the above division. The corpus that only contains materials of
digital Quranic texts without annotations is divided into two
formats based on their orthography, namely:

 Simple script, also known as the Imla’I script, that
refers to modern Arabic orthography based on the
principles of standard Arabic grammar.
Each of the text has sub-type that is distinguished from
completion of diacritical marks on the relevant text. Zadeh
divides it under the term “plain” for the texts equipped with
diacritical marks, “minimum” for the texts only contain basic
diacritic marks, and “clean” for the texts which contain no
diacritical marks at all [7]. In addition to the type of its
orthography, the text of Quranic corpus in this website is also
distinguished from its formats. There are specific text formats
that are commonly used for the purpose of basic research and a
file format, especially made for programming purposes. This
division can be viewed in the excerpt from the said corpus
source web page as depicted in figure 1.

III. METHODOLOGY
This study is library research that uses explorative approach
with descriptive method. The descriptive method is used to
describe the characteristics of the three models of Quranic
corpus mentioned in the previous review. This description
relates to the characteristics of each corpus along with the
availability of facilities to search content and process the
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One of differences seen in the two texts in figure 2 is, for
example in the word alif, that marks long vocal appearing in
the word  صراط/ṣirāṭ/ ‘road’ of the Imla’i orthographic version
that appears in the form of diacritical mark of upright fatḥa on
the orthography of the Uthmani version. The text of third line
(simple clean) shows the examples of text of Quranic verses
without any diacritical marks at all.
The available digital Quranic corpus in this website can be
downloaded and utilized by users independently. However, as
the website tanzil.net does not provide corpus processing
application, the users need to use other corpus processing
applications that can properly process Arabic texts. One of
quite representative processing applications is WordSmith [10].
Fig. 1. Types of Quranic corpus text in the website tanzil.net.

Furthermore, figure 2 below shows the samples of the
differences between the Uthmani orthography and Imla’i
orthography and differences in texts that contain diacritical
marks or texts without diacritical marks.

Specifically, the applications to process corpus are actually
widely accessible and can be selected depending on the
availability of menus in their application. Some can be
downloaded for free, such as Nooj, TextStat, MonoconcEsy,
Aconcord, and AntCont, and some others are charged, such as
WordSmith. However, of such many applications, WordSmith
is considered as the most adequate one because of its technical
capacity to read and process Arabic texts that have many
different characteristics from the texts of other languages.
Specifically, this application requires the corpus file that can be
processed to be first converted, usually the files written with
Microsoft Word applications with the extension of *.doc or
*.docx. This format must be converted with the encoding
method that the conversion uses UTF-8 and is saved under the
extensions *.txt. Technically, only file with the extension of
*.txt and the conversion method of UTF-8 can be processed
using this application. The example of corpus analysis with the
application of WordSmith is illustrated in figure 3.

Fig. 2. Sample difference of orthographical variants of Uthmani script and
Imla’i script in the case of word  صراط/ṣirāṭ/ ‘road’.

Fig. 3. Example of result of analysis on words, word frequency, and concordance.
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In figure 3, the left side shows the samples of results of
searching of words and their frequency, while the right side \
shows the result of concordance searched for the word
basmalah in Arabic scripts. This mechanism can be used
among others as the basis for morphological, syntax and
semantic analysis, and a discourse in the field of linguistic
studies.

B. Arabicorpus (arabicorpus.byu.edu) [9]
Different from the first type of corpus, the corpus found in
this website, including Quranic corpus, is placed integrally
with the application that provides the feature of corpus search
and processing. Corpus search and processing are featured with
the method of word input in two types of characters, Latin and
Arabic characters, searched based on word class and selected
corpus. The search result, then, will be displayed in various
menus, namely summary, citations, subsections, word forms,
words before/after, and collocations.

Fig. 4. Example of result of analysis on the word “Allah” in Quranic corpus in the website Arabicorpus.

Figure 4 shows the examples of search result of the
concordance of the word  هللا/Allāh/ ‘Allah’ by displaying a
series of ten words after the relevant word. Such a capacity in
the application existing in the website is comparable to the
capacity in the previous WordSmith application that can also
assist researchers in conducting analysis on the level of
morphology, syntaxes, semantic, up to discourse in the context
of linguistics.
Systematically, a difference is found from the previous
website, namely tanzil.net. In this website, all corpora,
including Quranic corpus, are placed integrally with the feature
of the corpus search and processing. In this website, however,
the file of Quranic corpus cannot be accessed separately and
can only be used by searching certain lexical units based on
word class. Therefore, complete feature of list of words in the
Al-Quran is not available. On the other side, there is no special
information given by this website on the orthographic version
of the Quran texts, whereas to use classical Uthmani
orthography or the Imla’i orthography which is in conformity
with standard Arabic grammar.

C. Quran Annotated Corpus (sketchengine.eu) [8]
Based on the information from its website, this corpus was
prepared by Alqassem by using data from the Quranic Arabic
Corpus [11] and the QurAna Anaphoric Conference Database
[12] that has been lemmatized and tagged with POS tagging
[8].
Quranic corpus in this website includes annotated corpus
and consists of two types of characters, namely Arabic
characters and Latin characters, each completed with the
voweled version (with diacritical marks) and unvoweled
(without diacritical marks). As in the previous website, Quranic
corpus is placed integrally with the application existing in this
website. However, the feature for processing corpus in the
Sketch Engine website is more complete and adequate. In
addition, the registered users of this application will obtain
facilities in the form of space for storing data if the users need
to make his/her own corpus. Figure 5 below shows the features
to process the corpus in the Sketch Engine website.
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Fig. 5. Front page of charge users of Sketch Engine that provides complete features for processing corpus with the corpus option of “Quran annotated corpus
(unvowelled Arabic)”.

Although Sketch Engine provides more complete system
and features, it does not give access to users to download the
files of Quranic corpus contained in the website. Users may
only use the corpus files for the purpose of searching in
accordance with the available features of corpus processing.
There is no information on the relevant orthographic version of
Quran texts, either Uthmani orthography or Imla’i orthography.
Completed corpus processing features in the website Sketch
Engine enables utilization of the result of data analysis for the
purpose of broader linguistic studies. Even, the parallel corpus
processing feature owned by Sketch Engine enables the users
and researchers to not only perform studies in the field of
linguistics in general, but also studies in the field of semantics
and translation specifically.

D. Quran Arabic Corpus (corpus.quran.com) [11]
Compared to existing corpus models, Quranic corpus in this
website is quite unique with the concept of content and display.
From the aspect of content, this website contains translation of
the Al-Quran word by word, Quranic dictionary, English
translation, syntactic Treebank, ontology of concepts in the
Quran, and Quran grammars. Quranic texts in this website are
displayed in the form of figures (not texts) equipped with
various information in morphology and syntaxes related to
each verse along with word by word translation in English. The
orthography used in this Quranic text is Uthmani orthography
[11]. The following is example of displays of website pages
that contain the details of linguistic explanation of the first
verse from surah Al-Fatiha (1:1), namely the pronunciation of
basmalah as indicated in figure 6.

Fig. 6. Display of Quranic Syntax page on Surah Al-Fatiha verse 1 (1:1) in the website corpus.quran.com.
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Users and researchers who utilize Quranic corpus in this
website can only search words, verses, or concepts in
accordance with the available content in the website. Hence,
the users and researchers cannot download the relevant texts.
By displaying the content of Quranic corpus as seen in
figure 6, this website focuses more on the information about
Quranic grammar and translation in English. Therefore, the
information is essential for Quran studies, particularly in the
fields of grammar, morphology, syntax, and translation.
E. Opportunities for Develoment of Quranic Corpus Model
The selection of four models of Quranic corpus to be
discussed and analyzed does not only take into account the
factor of representativeness and advantage of each model
compared to other models, but also observed that the existing
four models give an opportunity for further applied studies to
develop the models based on the specific needs of Quranic
studies in Indonesia.
Related to the text formatted Quranic corpus downloaded
from tanzil.net website, Quran researchers actually have
opportunities and changes to do experiments in designing
similar corpus from the text materials in the document format
(*.doc/docx). If tanzil.net website provides Quranic corpus in
two orthographic options, namely Uthmani and Imla’i, then
there will be an opportunity in Indonesia, for example, to make
Quranic corpus with Indonesian–standard Uthmani
orthography serving as a reference for writing and publishing

Quran Mushaf nationally. The type of texts and orthography
are specific texts have circulated in Indonesia and experienced
some adjustments in several aspects of writing so that they can
be easily read and used by Indonesian Muslims who are, in
general, do not speak Arabic. These texts are now available in
the form of files under the format of spreadsheet and can be
used for various needs. These texts have been officially
released by the Lajnah Pentashihan Mushaf Al-Quran (LPMQ)
of the Ministry of Religious Affairs of the Republic of
Indonesia (interview with Z. Afif, LPMQ staff, on October 3,
2018 in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia). Furthermore, these
Quran texts can be first converted to document format
(*.doc/docx) by adjusting the composition of writing verse by
verse reconverted to a file under special text format (*.txt)
processed with corpus applications, such as WordSmith or
Sketch Engine.
With regard to the feature for processing multilingual
parallel corpus existing in the application of Sketch Engine
website, Quran researchers also have the opportunity to make a
new model of Quran parallel corpus together with its
translation side by side in Indonesian language or local
languages. This opportunity is widely open as the Ministry of
Religious Affairs of the Republic of Indonesian is now actively
publishing the Al-Quran and its translations into local
languages, such as Javanese, Sundanese, Minangkabau, Bugis
and so forth. Figure 7 below is example of Quran parallel
corpus model and its translation that can be made using the
spreadsheet processing application.

Fig. 7. Display of sample page of Quranic parallel corpus and its translation in Indonesian language made with the spreadsheet processing application.

Specifically, this format is standardized by the application
of Sketch Engine to process multilingual parallel corpus.
Hence, preparation of this kind of corpus model must follow
the application provisions. However, this opportunity needs to
be taken into consideration since this is new and only few
Quran researchers in Indonesia who pay attention to it and give
an opportunity for the development in this field. The existence

of this kind of corpus model is expected to offer new paradigm
and methodology for Quranic corpus studies in Indonesia.
The Quranic corpus model found in corpus.quran.com
website can further be developed by making an Indonesian
language version content. Although Al-Quran and its
translation in Indonesian language with the format of word by
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word translation have been widely circulated, this digital
format needs to be constructed by considering inclusion of
other contents as existing in the original website. This will
facilitate Quran researchers and language researchers that
specify Quran as the object of their studies, in terms of the
method and technique for searching, processing and analyzing
the data.
Although basically proposal for development of Quranic
corpus model is not a new thing, the need for the model is real
in order to give a new paradigm and orientation toward
Quranic corpus studies.
V. CONCLUSION
This study concludes that there are a number of certain
models and formats in Quranic corpus that are quite
representative, ready-to-use, and can be processed by using
certain applications. Some applications are in the form of
independent application and some others are website-based.
These corpora and applications are important to know and
studied in developing and strengthening corpus-based Quranic
studies, especially among Quran researchers in Indonesia. Even
though the existing corpus models are quite representative,
there are still opportunities widely opened for Quran
researchers to further develop the model in accordance with the
orientation and their research needs. It is expected that
development of the model will give a significant contribution
to Quran research and studies in Indonesia.
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